Abstract. An experimental investigation of the counterintuitive behaviour in thin aluminium plates under fullfield test is presented in the paper. Special focus is placed on structural response and permanent deflection of the panels after the complex response. Thus, a series of tests with the plates varied in two kinds of thickness were conducted, where impulsive loading was generated by detonating the explosives at various standoff distances. As loaded impulsively, the vibration response was observed and the final configuration of each plate was measured and recreated. It is shown that all plates subjected to free air blast loading in such conditions exhibited plastic permanent deformation combined with distinct counterintuitive behaviour, as the plates deformed to the opposite direction of the incident wave. In addition, the characteristics of the permanent deflection can be divided into 2 typical deformation shapes, and the occurrences of which were correlated to the dimensionless parameter proposed in previous studies, confirmed to be an approximate indicator to describe the influence of loading conditions herein.
Introduction
Since the metal product performs outstanding efficiency on processing and molding, it is extensively employed in constructions and military structures. However, with growing threats from terrorist activities and military actions in recent decades, which will definitely result in unbearable costs and causalities, several efforts have concentrated on improving the mechanics properties of those structures subjected to blast loading [1] . Considering the structural features and material characteristics, the investigations on dynamic behaviour and structural response of aluminium panels subjected to impulsive loading appear to be significant.
However, studies conducted previously were mostly focus on panels made of mild steel, which is a kind of typical rigid-perfectly plastic material, Nurick and Martin [2, 3] reported theoretical considerations and experimental studies on blast permanent deformation of thin clamped mild steel plates respectively, where varied boundary conditions were considered. An empirical equation was derived for predicting the trend of the maximum deflection versus the loading impulse through non-dimensional analysis, which was verified to be in great agreement with experimental results in the following investigations on mild steel plates. Afterwards, there was experimental research carried out by Nurick and Shave [4] on the failure modes of strain-sensitive clamped plates as well, three modes (mode I: large ductile deformation, mode II: tensiletearing at supports and deformation, mode III: transverse shear at supports) were observed, which was in analogy with the definition for those of blast loaded beams [5] .
With the conclusions drawn from above, further studies [6, 7] focused on structural response in consideration of the effects of structure geometries and material types, which will result in complexity on prediction of blast behaviour and diversity on description of response modes. Likewise, such structural response can be divided into three categories (type I, type II and type III) [8, 9] , where the phase of type III performs a negative deflection, that is, opposite to the direction of loading. Such a phenomenon named as counterintuitive behaviour (CIB) has drawn much attention in recent decades [10] [11] [12] .
As a perceivable method to investigate the dynamic response related to blast loading, experimental studies were applied to directly observe the blast behaviour subjected to different conditions and geometries. In aim of comparing the blast behaviour with varied parameters, non-dimensional analysis is extensively utilized for collapsing data and establishing the relationships between the main influencing factors and final damage of the plates. Several non-dimensional numbers for describing loaded impulse were derived [2, 10, 13, 14] .
The objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between the concerned non-dimensional loading numbers and dynamic behaviour of clamped aluminium plates under airblast loading. Thus, a series of tests with diverse loading and material parameters were performed in field scale. Considering the damage modes EPJ Web of Conferences 183, 02059 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201818302059 DYMAT 2018 and structural response types of the blast-loaded plate, the permanent deflection of panels were chosen for comparing the differences of typical dimensionless numbers. It should be noted that this study has examined only structural response of aluminium plates in large scale.
Experimental setup

Parameters of aluminium plate
The 2 mm and 3 mm thickness plates with an exposed area of 120×100 cm 2 were manufactured using aluminium alloy sheets of LY12 according to Chinese standard. The quasistatic material properties of LY12 reported by the producer were applied in this study, no extra property test on LY12 was conducted. Table 1 gives the nominal chemical composition of the material, and a summary of the properties is listed in Table 2 , while yield strength and Young's modulus were provided by manufacturer to be 325 MPa and 69 GPa.
The frame of the fixture was made of channel steel, which was identical to the material of reinforcement welded internally. In addition, a steel plate of 5 mm was bolted to the back of the fixture in aim of minimizing the effects caused by diffraction of blast wave. The plates were divided into three groups for blast testing and numbered as N-TS, where N denotes the test number of A, B and C, T is the thickness of the plate and S signifies the serial number of the specimens. Details of specimens are provided in Table 3 .
Experimental arrangement
Herein, free airblast loading was generated by detonating the warhead raised off of the floor to the mid-height of the plate. The experimental arrangement is shown in Table 3 .
To prevent translation and rotation during blast testing, the fixture was fastened to the floor by steel chisels of 0.5 m. The testing plates of aluminum alloy were bolted to the supporting fixture. Level bar was utilized to keep the plates vertical to the floor during installation. Fig. 1 shows the structure after installation. As shown in Fig. 1 , the front surface of each plate was painted with grid pattern (100 ×100 mm) for measuring the final deformation subjected to blast loading, moreover, a right-handed coordinate system was set to facilitate data recording. A device was mounted for the measurement of displacement, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
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Performance of the plates
All the plates deformed to the direction opposite to the impulse loading as shown in Fig. 3 , but the performances on counterintuitive behaviour of the plates were diverse. In general, there were two modes observed in the experiments.
As the definition of deformation mode proposed previously [4] , the damage of the plates from test-A and test-B and the panels in 3mm thickness from test-C can be identified as Mode I. The phenomena should be highlight that the plates of C-21 and C-22 were torn out from the clamping frame along the bottom boundary, which performed a characteristic of Mode II. The results on EPJ Web of Conferences 183, 02059 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201818302059 DYMAT 2018 permanent deflection of each plate were recorded making using of the device shown in Fig. 2 , except for the slightly deformed plate of A-21. As the plates were painted with grid before, the data were sampled every 10 cm within the abscissa X ∈ 0,100 and the ordinate Y ∈ 0,120. For the better observation on deformed plates, the data recorded from each plate were plotted along the horizontal line of the plate. The plotted curves of each selected plate (C-33 and C-34) provided in Fig. 4 are varied in ordinates and divided into fluctuation two parts for preferably reconstructing the deformation. By comparing the curves in Fig. 4 , excellent similarity is found for the damage under the same loading condition.
In addition, since it is difficult to list the deflection of each sampling point from the specimens, the data were imported into MATLAB to make interpolation and surface rendering. Fig. 5 shows the results of selected plates (C-34) after blast loaded, where plastic hinges along the diagonals of the plates were distinct. It is also observed in the rest plate of test-C, but not visible in other two tests (test-A and test-B) for the little deformation relative to the size of the plates.
As presented in Fig. 6 , the maximum permanent deflections from the plates without tearing damage were extracted and summarized to align along horizontal positions and plot together, where the performances of the selected plates appear to be different. The graph revealed that most plates under lower impulse loading in such the scale presented the homogeneous deformation shape with those uniformly loaded in lab scale (defined as Mode I-A in this study). However, as loading impulse increased, the plates deformed similarly to those under localized loading in lab scale, with an obvious peak deflection in the centre of the plates (classified as Mode I-B in this study). To compare directly, typical photographs of lab scale tests were selected from former investigations [4, 15] . Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 present the failure of the plates subjected to uniform and localized loading respectively, where the modes mentioned before could be intuitively observed.
The maximum permanent displacement   of each plate are listed in Table 4 , it was analogously utilized to compare the damage in such conditions, as the mid-point displacement was usually adopted in lab scale tests. 
Analysis and comparison
It can be seen that the blast performance is complicated and sensitive to geometries and loading conditions of the plate, there are even differences in the plates performing the same damage mode. In aim of comparing and distinguishing the blast behaviour with varied parameters, there were several non-dimensional numbers proposed for describing the damage. In consideration of the experimental arrangement set in this paper, two EPJ Web of Conferences 183, 02059 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201818302059 DYMAT 2018 dimensionless parameters were employed for further discussion of the observations in the former section.
As advocated by Nurick et al. [2, 3] , a non-dimensional impulse parameter for clamped quadrangular plates is shown as below, which is utilized for calculation of the final deflection.
Where I -impulse, h -plate thickness, B -plate breadth, Lplate length, ρ -material density, σ 0 -quasi-static yield stress. In addition, recent numerical study by E.A. FloresJohnson and Q.M. Li [10] proposed an indicator in aim of investigating the counter-intuitive behavior of aluminium plates, which is as follow, i.e.
Where   =  ℎ ⁄ , E -Young's modulus. The parameters of each plate were calculated hereby for further comparison. Details are given in Table 4 , where the deformation was adimensionalized as Π max , that is, Π max = δ max h ⁄ . Since all the plate deformed to the negative direction, for such conditions, the counterintuitive behaviour can be always observed in 0.0011 < Ψ < 0.0053. Ulteriorly, the phase of mode I appears in condition of 0 < Ψ < 0.0035. It seems that Ψ of 0.0034 is a critical value to distinguish the phases of Mode I-A and Mode I-B, but more researches should be conducted to confirm it. For φ q , it is lack in regularity to describe the permanent damage mode, especially in subdivision of Mode I, but implies to be a significant indicator to predict permanent deflection when the plates deform as Mode I-A.
Considering the limitation of both two parameters, original indicator Ψ integrating the geometries of the plate (breadth and length) will be a novel applicable dimensionless number to estimate the blast behaviour. 
Conclusions
Experimental investigation showed the blast behaviour of the clamped quadrangular aluminium plates in large scale, where special focus is placed on structural response and permanent deflection of the panel. It is shown that all plates subjected to free airblast loading in such conditions exhibited plastic permanent deformation with distinct counterintuitive behaviour. The damage modes were identified as Mode I and II, herein, Mode I could be subdivided into Mode I-A and Mode I-B. For the dimensionless numbers concerned, a map of the counterintuitive region defined by Ψ is obtained but not limit for 0.0011 < Ψ < 0.0053, it also implies that Ψ of 0.0034 is a critical value to distinguish the subdivision of Mode I. Moreover, φ q is lack in regularity to describe the damage mode but appears to be a significant indicator to predict permanent deflection when the plate deforms as Mode I-A. It should be noted that the results has examined the blast behaviour in large scale, notwithstanding its limitation, these observations do suggest the application of non-dimensional numbers in estimating the permanent damage of clamped aluminium plates.
